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ASAC W. T. BROOKING, JR., San Antonio, telephonically advised 

10:55 AM, this date, that they had developed info that OSWALD 

had traveled from Mexico City via La Frontera Bus Lines to 

Nuevo Laredo. wae ge 

While in Mexico City, he stayed at a hotel known as the Del - 

Comercio. He checked out of that hotel on 10/1/63; however, , ~ +. :-- 

bill was paid through the alight of 10/1/63. - ee 

OSWALD left Mexico at 9 AM, 10/2/63, mnd arrived in Nuevo Laredo, ¥ 

7 AM, 10/3/63, ‘he bus trip to Nuevo Laredo takes approximately 

20 hours. 
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He checked through Immigration and Customs on 10/3/63, and was ~ | 

Checked by a Mexican official by the name of CHAPA. CHAPA does — | 

not remember OSWALD; however, CHAPA worked on 10/3/63, on the shift 

from 12:01 AM to 8 AM, and records show OSWALD was still in -  .. zl 

processing at 8 AM. 

The distance from Laredo to Dallas is 426 wiles und per Texas — . 

Unemployment Records, OSWALD filed for his Unemployment Check ~~ . 

on 10/3/63, and was handled here in Dallas, that agency, by 
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ASAC BROOKING advised that cursory review of the signatures of 

the subject appear to differ to quite an extent. In addition, 

ASAC BROOKING advised it is possible to fly fron Laredo to Dallas. 

Braniff does not fly into Laredo, however. 

Ban Antonio is submitting a teletype of the above, 
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This momo should be routed to SA DOYLE WILLIAMS for review and . 

comparison with the bad checks obtained from Braniff that were 

given by the subject. Thereafter, flights from San Antonio to 

Dallas on 10/3/63, should be checked If negative, check with 

the bus lines should be made. 
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